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Evolution and tendencies  
of understanding  
the authenticity  

in heritage preservation

Evolution of the understanding the authenticity 

Heritage authenticity in the 20th century legislation 

Authenticity in Lithuanian heritage preservation: legislation, 
Vilnius architectural heritage preservation



Authority and veracity  

Authentic – Lat. authenticus + Gr. authentikos – 
authoritative and original  

Medieval authenticity –  
 credence, respect and obedience



From Faith to Facts

Enlightenment authentic –  
 genuine, that is adequate the reality, 
 as opposed to recomposed, redone or doubtful  
material relics acknowledged as more trustworthy 
witnesses  



20th century heritage authenticity 

Venice Charter (1964)  -   
 authenticity of material substance declared 

The Nara Document on Authenticity (1994) - 
aspects of authenticity may include form and 
design, materials, use and function, traditions 
and techniques, location and setting, and spirit 
and feeling, and other internal and external 
factors 



Charter of Brasilia (1995)

establishment of authenticity is changing in time and space 
heritage authentification based on heritage identity and 
diversity 
main degree of authenticity –  

 initial and natural function 

priority of authenticity aspects can vary for each heritage



The Declaration of San Antonio 
(1996)

material fabric of a cultural site can be a principal 
component of its authenticity  

authenticity is much larger than material integrity 
authentification of static and dynamic heritage is 

different 
authenticity indicators: reflection of the true 

value; integrity; context; identity; use and 
function 

static and inflexible criteria of authenticity must 
be avoided 



The Burra Charter (1999)

cultural significance embodied in:  
        place,  
      fabric,  
      setting, 
       use,  
      associations,  
      meanings, 
      records, 
      related places, 
      related objects 



Operational Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the  
World Heritage Convention 

(1977, 1978, 1980) - test of authenticity in design, materials, 
workmanship and setting  

1983 - reconstruction is only on the basis of complete and 
detailed documentation on the original and to no extent on 
conjecture  

1992 - cultural landscape authenticity test according their 
distinctive character and components  

2005 - form and design; materials and substance; use and 
function; traditions, techniques and management systems; 
location and setting; language and other form of intangible 
heritage; spirit and feeling and other internal and external 
factors 



Summarized attitude

Authenticity attributes: 

material, 
form, design,  
use, function 
setting, 
tradition, techniques 
     



Authenticity in Lithuanian  
heritage legislation

1994 – to protect immovable cultural properties as authentic 
witnesses of the history of Lithuania and its regions or as 
works of art  

1996 - authenticity is the aspect of cultural value and can be 
identified according material, form, mode of execution, 
place, function (partly), time indications, initial idea  

1997 - form, material, execution mode, the true surroundings 
and function, identical to its time, place and construction 
origin  

2004 - original or historically formed purpose of the object, 
appearance and a peculiar physical shape and form, the 
materials used, constructions, layout, technique of 
execution, the surrounding environment 



Heritage authenticity aspects in 
Lithuanian legislation

Summarized… 
Authenticity test by:  
form, 
material, 
execusion mode, 
surrounding environment, 
function (partly) 

These authenticity attributes indicate the tangible 
heritage aspects.



Authenticity perception peculiarities 
of Lithuanian heritage 

Detailed and fragmentary heritage perception – 
elementary conception of authenticity  

Authenticity aspects of different importance:  

 1. form;  

 2. material and surroundings; 

 3. execusion mode (seldom applied)



Stylistic forms are more authentic  than 
similar, laconic structure



Stylistic forms are more authentic  than 
similar, laconic structure



Similar architecture - the place for creation





Artistic authenticity prevailing over the 
historical-documentary  





Recreation (1998) - Didžioji 8



Recreation (2005) – Mėsinių block



Mėsinių block reconstruction process 



Recreation (2005) –  
Stiklių 7



Duke palace in the lower castle in Vilnius (2005)



Duke palace in the lower castle in Vilnius (2007)- reconstruction



In summary
The understanding of the authenticity is changing during 

the evolution: from the faith in authority and dogma 
towards the identification of facts and scientific 
argumentation  

The 20th century authenticity perception is characterized 
by the change not only in time, but in space. The attempt 
to set the fixed heritage authenticity criteria aspects failed.  

Most heritage documents and propositions of the 
researches state: the understanding of authenticity it is 
crucial to acknowledge the dynamic nature of cultural 
values, and that to gain such understanding static and 
inflexible criteria must be avoided. 



In summary

The form aspect is dominant in the authenticity criteria 
complex, but this perception isn’t equal and overall 


The stylistic architectural heritage is more important and 
defined as authentic in comparison with similar forms


Artistic aspect is more appreciated, but not its historical 
value. This precondition the disapearance of the marks of 
time, that is the guarantee of the authenticity 

Most negative feature of Lithuanian authenticity perception is 
its greater respect for lost forms in comparison to yet 
existing. Such understanding leads to reconstruction and 
recreation practice and its consideration like authentic 
one. 
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